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Now that those who practice justice do so involuntarily and because
they have not the power to be unjust will best appear if we imagine
something of this kind: having given both to the just and the unjust
power to do what they will, let us watch and see whither desire will lead
them; then we shall discover in the very act the just and unjust man to be
proceeding along the same road, following their interest, which all na
tures deem to be their good, and are only diverted into the path of justice
by the force of law. The liberty which we are supposing may be most
completely given to them in the form of such a power as is said to have
been possessed by Gyges, the ancestor of Croesus the Lydian. According
to the tradition, Gyges was a shepherd in the service of the king of
Lydia; there was a great storm, and an earthquake made an opening
in
the earth at the place where he was feeding his flock. Amazed at the
sight, he descended into the opening, where, among other marvels,
he
beheld a hollow brazen horse, having doors, at which he stooping and
looking in saw a dead body of stature, as appeared to him, more
than
human, and having nothing on but a gold ring; this he took from
the
finger of the dead and reascended. Now the shepherds met together,
according to custom, that they might send their monthly report about
the flocks to the king; into their assembly he came having the ring on his
finger, and as he was sitting among them he chanced to turn the collet of

the ring inside his hand, when instantly he became invisible to the rest of
the company and they began to speak of him as if he were no longer
present. He was astonished at this, and again touching the ring he turned
the collet outwards and reappeared; he made several trials of the ring,
and always with the same result—when he turned the collet inwards he
became invisible, when outwards he reappeared. Whereupon he con
trived to be chosen one of the messengers who were sent to the court;
where as soon as he arrived he seduced the queen, and with her help
conspired against the king and slew him, and took the kingdom. Suppose
now that there were two such magic rings, and the just put on one of
them and the unjust the other; no man can be imagined to be of such an
iron nature that he would stand fast in justice. No man would keep his
hands off what was not his own when he could safely take what he liked
out of the market, or go into houses and lie with any one at his pleasure,
or kill or release from prison whom he would, and in all respects be like
a god among men. Then the actions of the just would be as the actions of
the unjust; they would both come at last to the same point. And this we
may truly affirm to be a great proof that a man is just, not willingly or
because he thinks that justice is any good to him individually, but of
necessity, for wherever anyone thinks that he can safely be unjust, there
he is unjust. For all men believe in their hearts that injustice is far more
profitable to the individual than justice, and he who argues as I have

been supposing, will say that they are right. If you could imagine anyone
obtaining this power of becoming invisible, and never doing any wrong
or touching what was another’s, he would be thought by the lookers-on
to be a most wretched idiot, although they would praise him to one
another’s faces, and keep up appearances with one another from a fear
that they too might suffer injustice.
(lep..’o.t_ BkIt, 3cq-G°)

Do you not pursue after pleasure as a good, and avoid pain as an evil?
He assented.
Then you think that pain is an evil and pleasure is a good: and even
pleasure you deem an evil, when it robs you of greater pleasures than it
gives, or causes pains greater than the pleasure. If, however, you call
pleasure an evil in relation to some other end or standard, you will be
able to show us that standard. But you have none to show.
I do not think that they have, said Protagoras.
And have you not a similar way of speaking about pain? You call pain
a good when it takes away greater pains than those which it has, or gives
pleasures greater than the pains: then if you have some standard other
than pleasure and pain to which you refer when you call actual pain a
good, you can show what that is. But you cannot.
True, said Protagoras.
If you weigh pleasures against pleasures, you of course take the
more and greater; or if you weigh pains against pains, you take the fewer
and the less; or if pleasures against pains, then you choose that course of
action in which the painful is exceeded by the pleasant, whether the
distant by the near or the near by the distant; and you avoid that course
of action in which the pleasant is exceeded by the painful. Would you
not admit, my friends, that this is true? I am confident that they cannot
deny this.
He agreed with me.
Well then, I shall say, if you agree so far, be so good as to answer
me a
question: Do not the same magnitudes appear larger to your sight
when
near, and smaller when at a distance? They will acknowledge that.
And
the same holds of thickness and number; also sounds, which
are in
themselves equal, are greater when near, and lesser when at a distance.
They will grant that also. Now suppose happiness to consist in doing
or
choosing the greater, and in not doing or in avoiding the less,
what
would be the saving principle of human life? Would not the
art of
measuring be the saving principle; or would the power of appearance?
Is
not the latter that deceiving art which makes us wander up and
down
and take the things at one time of which we repent at another,
both in
our actions and in our choice of things great and small? But the
art of
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measurement would do away with the effect of appearances, and, show
ing the truth, would fain teach the soul at last to find rest in the truth,
and would thus save our life. Would not mankind generally acknowl
edge that the art which accomplishes this result is the art of mea
Both of us were agreeing that there was nothing mightier
surement?
than knowledge, and that knowledge, in whatever existing, must have
said that
the advantage over pleasure and all other things; and then you
and
knowledge;
has
who
man
a
over
even
pleasure often got the advantage
Socrates,
and
Protagoras
0
rejoined:
you
and
we refused to allow this,
us
what is the meaning of being overcome by pleasure if not this?—tell
time
the
at
and
immediately
had
we
state:—if
what you call such a
answered “Ignorance,” you would have laughed at us. But now, m laugh
that
ing at us, you will be laughing at yourselves: for you also admitted
of
choice
men err in their choice of pleasures and pains; that is, in their
that
good and evil, from defect of knowledge; and you admitted further,
particu
they err, not only from defect of knowledge in general, but of that
that the
lar knowledge which is called measuring. And you are also aware
erring act which is done without knowledge is done in ignorance.
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If the case is put to us, must we not admit that the just State, or the
man who is trained in the principles of such a State, will be less likely
than the unjust to make away with a deposit of gold or silver? Would
anyone deny this?
No one, he replied.
\Vill the just man or citizen ever be guilty of sacrilege or theft, or
treachery either to his friends or to his country?
Never.
Neither will he ever break faith where there have been oaths or agreements?
Impossible.
No one will be less likely to commit adultery, or to dishonor his father
And the reason is that
and mother, or to fail in his religious duties.
whether
in ruling or being
each part of him is doing its own business,
makes such men
which
Are you satisfied then that the quality
ruled.
and such states is justice, or do you hope to discover some other?
Not I, indeed.
Then our dream has been realized; and the suspicion which we enter
tained at the beginning of our work of construction, that some divine
power must have conducted us to a primary form of justice, has now
been verffied.
And the division of labor which required the car
penter and the shoemaker and the rest of the citizens to be doing each his
own business, and not another’s, was a shadow of justice, and for that
reason it was of use
But in reality justice was such as we were describing, being concerned
however, not with the outward man, but with the inward, which is the
true self and concernment of man: for the just man does not permit the
several elements within him to interfere with one another, or any of them
to do the work of others,he sets in order his own inner life, and is his
own master and his own law, and at peace with himself; and when he has
bound together the three principles within him, which may be compared
to the higher, lower, and middle notes of the scale, and the intermediate
intervals—when he has bound all these together, and is no longer many,
but has become one entirely temperate and perfectly adjusted nature,
then he proceeds to act, if he has to act, whether in a matter of property,
or in the treatment of the body, or in some affair of politics or private
business; always thinking and calling that which preserves and cooper
ates with this harmonious condition, just and good action, and the
knowledge which presides over it, wisdom, and that which at any time
impairs this condition, he will call unjust action, and the opinion which
presides over it ignorance.
You have said the exact truth, Socrates.
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He is to be deemed courageous whose spirit retains in pleasure and in
pain the commands of reason about what he ought or ought not to
And him we call wise who has in him that little part which
fear.
rules, and which proclaims these commands; that part too being sup
posed to have a knowledge of what is for the interest of each of the three
parts and of the whole.
And would you not say that he is temperate who has these same
elements in friendly harmony, in whom the one ruling principle of rea
son, and the two subject ones of spirit and desire are equally agreed that
reason ought to rule, and do not rebel?
Certainly, he said, that is the true account of temperance whether in
the State or individual.
And surely, I said, we have explained again and again how and by
virtue of what quality a man will be just.
That is very certain.
And is justice dimmer in the individual, and is her form different, or
is she the same which we found her to be in the State?
There is no difference in my opinion, he said.
Because, if any doubt is still lingering in our minds, a few common
place instances will satisfy us of the truth of what I am saying.
What sort of instances do you mean?
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Must not injus
And now, I said, injustice has to be considered.
tice be a strife which arises among the three principles—a meddlesome
ness, and interference, and rising up of a part of the soul against the
whole, an assertion of unlawful authority, which is made by a rebellious
subject against a true prince, of whom he is the natural vassal,—what is
all this confusion and delusion but injustice, and intemperance and cow
ardice and ignorance, and every form of vice?
Exactly so.
And if the nature of justice and injustice be known, then the meaning
of acting unjustly and being unjust, or, again, of acting justly, will also
They are like disease and health; being in the soul
be perfectly clear.
That which is healthy
just what disease and health are in the body.
And just
causes health, and that which is unhealthy causes disease.
And the
actions cause justice, and unjust actions cause injustice.
creation of health is the institution of a natural order and government of
one by another in the parts of the body; and the creation of disease is the
production of a state of things at variance with this natural order.
And is not the creation of justice the institution of a natural order and
government of one by another in the parts of the soul, and the creation of
injustice the production of a state of things at variance with the natural
order?
Exactly so, he said.
Then virtue is the health and beauty and well-being of the soul, and
vice the disease and weakness and deformity of the same.
Do not
good practices lead to virtue, and evil practices to vice?
Assuredly.
Still our old question of the comparative advantage of justice and injus
tice has not been answered: Which is the more profitable, to be just and
act justly and practice virtue, whether seen or unseen of gods and men, or
to be unjust and act unjustly, if only unpunished and unreformed?
In my judgment, Socrates, the question has now become ridiculous.
We know that, when the bodily constitution is gone, life is no longer
endurable, though pampered with all kinds of meats and drinks, and
having all wealth and all power; and shall we be told that when the very
essence of the vital principle is undermined and corrupted, life is still
worth having to a man, if only he be allowed to do whatever he likes with
the single exception that he is not to acquire justice and virtue, or to
escape from injustice and vice; assuming them both to be such as we
have described?
Yes, I said, the question is, as you say, ridiculous.
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What, he said, is there a knowledge still higher than this—higher than
justice and the other virtues?
Yes, I said, there is. And of the virtues too we must behold not
the
outline merely, as at present—nothing short of the most
finished picture
should satisfy us. When little things are elaborated with an
infinity of
pains, in order that they may appear in their full
beauty and utmost
clearness, how ridiculous that we should not think
the highest truths
Worthy of attaining the highest accuracy!
A right noble thought; but do you suppose that
we shall refrain from
asking you what is this highest knowledge?
Nay, I said, ask if you will; but I am certain that you have heard
the
answer many times, and now you either do not understand me
or, as I
rather think, you are disposed to be troublesome; for you
have often
been told that the idea of good is the highest knowledge,
and that all
other things become useful and advantageous only by their
use of this.
You can hardly be ignorant that of this I was about to speak,
concerning
which, as you have often heard me say, we know so little; and,
without
which, any other knowledge or possession of any kind will
profit us
nothing. Do you think that the possession of all other things
is of any
value if we do not possess the good? or the knowledge
of all other things
if we have no knowledge of beauty and goodness?
Assuredly not.
(Rszshiir, s.yr, co4—s)
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Wherein, then, does the difference between an unrighteous
and a righteous state consist? Simply in this—that in the un
righteous state each class in the community is playing for its
own hand and regarding the community as a mere means to its
own selfish interests as the supreme end,—while a righteous
state on the contrary is one in which each class in the com
munity is doing its own work as economically and efficiently as
possible, with a view to the interests of the community as a
whole. In the unrighteous state the whole is subordinated to
each separate part; in the righteous state each part is subordi
nated to the common interests of the whole. If, then, we ask as
did Adeimantus in the Republic, “Where, then, is righteous
ness, and in which particular part of the state is it to be found,”
our answer will be that given by Socrates, “that each individual
man shall be put to that use for which nature designs him, and
every man will do his own business so that the whole city will
be not many but one.” Ijghteousn. then, in the state con
sists in having each class mind its own usiness with a vjew
to the ood of thj
ie,l5nthis,wichis PiiSsundamental
princip e, we can alflree....

Righteousness in a state then consists in each class minding
its own business, and performing its specific function for the
good of the state as a whole. Righteousness in the individual
is precisely the same thing. There are three grand departments
of each man’s life: his a etites, his spiijt, and his reason.
Neither of these is good or ad in itself. Neither of them should
be permitted to set up housekeeping on its own account. Any
one of them is bad ft it acts for itself alone, regaidless of the
interests of the self as a whole. Let us take up these depart
ments in order, and see wherein the vice and the virtue of each
consists. First the appetites, which in the individual correspond
to the working class in the state....
The raw appetite of hunger is obviously neither good nor
bad.
The rule of appetite over reason and the whole self, however,
is bad always, everywhere, and for everybody. It is in this rising
up
? the lower part of the self against the higher, and its
sacrifice of the self as a whole to a particular gratification that
all vice consists.
On the other hand, the rule of reason over appetite, the
gratification or the restraint of appetiLe according as the inter
ests of the total self require, is always and everywhere and br
everybody good. This is the essence of virtue; and the particular
form of virtue that results from this control of the appetites by
reasoo in the interest of the permanent and total self is tem
perance—the first and most fundamental of Plato’s cardinal
virtues.
The second element of human nature, spjmust be dealt
with in the same way. By spirit Plato means thegting element
in us, that which prompts us to defend ourselves, the faculty of
indignation, nger, and vengeance.
Indeed, the question whether it
is more profitable to be righteous and do righteously and prac
tice virtue, whether seen or unseen of gods and men, or to be
unrighteous and act unrighteously if only unpunished, becomes,
Plato says, ridiculous. “11 when the bodily constitution is gone,
life is no longer endurable, though pampered with every sort of
meats and drinks, and having all wealth and all power, shall we
be told that life is worth having when the very essence of the
vital principle is undermined and corrupted, even though a
man be allowed to do whatever he pleases, if at the same time
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he is forbidden to escape from vice and unrighteousness, or
attain righteousness and virtue, seeing that we now know the
true nature of each?”
Righteousness, according to Plato, is the condition of the
soul’s health and life. To part with righteousness for any exter
nal advantage is to commit the supreme folly of selling our own
souls. Righteousness is the organizing principle of the soul;
unrighteousness is the disorganizing principle. Health and life
rest on organization. Disorganization and vice are synonymous
with disease and death. Therefore, all seeming gains that one
may win in the paths of unrighteousness really involve the
greatest possible loss.
We have now seen what righteousness is, whether in a state
or in an individual. It is the health, harmony, beauty, excel
lence of the whole state or the whole man, secured by having
each member attend strictly to its own distinctive work, with
a view to the good of the whole state or the whole man. Thus
defined it is something so obviously desirable and essential,
that nothing else is worthy to be compared with it. Whoever
parts with it even in exchange for the greatest outward honors,
emoluments, comforts, or pleasures, is bound to get the worst
of the bargain. Yet men do part with it; states do part with it.
And the eighth and ninth books of the Republic are devoted
to a description of the four stages of degeneration through
which states and individuals pass on the downward road from
righteousness and virtue to unrighteousness and vice.

Just so the man who is supremely covetous of power and
honor will be weaker than the man who loves the good and
follows the guidance of reason as supreme, in both these re
spects. He will be prone to follow the clamor of the multitude
when he knows it is not the voice of reason; and he will try to
have his own way, even when he knows that the way of another
man is better than his. As Plato says, “He gives up the kingdom
that is within him to the middle principle of contentiousness
and passion, and becomes proud and ambitious.” Here, then,
are the two tests by which each man may judge for himself
whether he is a degenerate of the first grade or not. First: Will
you do what reason shows you to be right every time, at all
costs, no matter if all the honors and emoluments are attached
to doing something a shade or two off from this absolutely right
and reasonable course? Second: Would you rather have what
is best done by somebody else, and let him have the credit of it,
rather than get all the credit yourself by doing something not
quite so good? The man of pride and ambition can never be
quite disinterested in his service of the good, although inci
dentally most of the things he does will be good things.
Plato puts it, “He is not single-minded toward virtue, having
lost his best guardian.” He has neglected “the one thing that
can preserve a man’s goodness through his life—reason blended
with music.”
It is a short and easy step, in state and individual, from the
love of honor down to the love of money as the guiding prin
ciple of life. The appetitive side of life is always present, even
in the most upright of men. It may be asleep, but it is never
dead. And when there is nothing more deep and vital than the
love of honor to hold it in restraint, it is sure to wake up and
prowl about.

A c-.jHcs
Every art and every inquiry, and simiLarly every action and pursuit, is
thought to aim at some good; and for this reason the good has rightly
been declared to be that at which all things aim. But a certain difference
is found among ends; some are activities, others are products apart from
the activities that produce them. Where there are ends apart from the
actions, it is the nature of the products to be better than the activities.
Now, as there are many actions, arts, and sciences, their ends also are
many; the end of the medical art is health, that of shipbuilding a vessel,
that of strategy victory, that of economics wealth. But where such arts
fall under a single capacity—as bridle making and the other arts con
cerned with the equipment of horses fall under the art of riding, and this
and every military action under strategy, in the same way other arts fall
under yet others—in all of these the ends of the master arts are to be
preferred to all the subordinate ends; for it is for the sake of the former
that the latter are pursued. It makes no difference whether the activities
themselves are the ends of the actions, or something else apart from the
activities, as in the case of the sciences just mentioned.”
(Bk— t ) q
So the argument has by a different course reached the same point; but
we must try to state this even more clearly. Since there are evidently
more than one end, and we choose some of these (for example, wealth,
flutes, and in general instruments) for the sake of something else, clearly
not all ends are final ends; but the chief good is evidently something
final. Therefore, if there is only one final end, this will be what we are
seeking, and if there are more than one, the most final of these ‘vifl be
what we are seeking. Now we call that which is in itself worthy of
pursuit more final than that which is worthy of pursuit for the sake of
something else, and that which is never desirable for the sake of some
thing else more final than the things that are desirable both in themselves
and for the sake of that other thing, and therefore we call final without
qualification that which is always desirable in itself and never for the
sake of something else.
Now such a thing happiness, above all else, is held to be; for this we
choose always for itself and never for the sake of something else, but
honor, pleasure, reason, and every virtue we choose indeed for them
selves (for if nothing resulted from them we should still choose each of
them), but we choose them also for the sake of happiness, judging that
by means of them we shall be happy. Happiness, on the other hand, no
one chooses for the sake of these, nor, in general, for anything other than
(8t.Z) Co’ri)
itself.
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Presumably, however, to say that happiness is the chief good seems
platitude, and a cLearer account of what it is is still desired. This mighi
perhaps be given, if we could first ascertain the function of man. For jusi
as for a flute player, a sculptor, or any artist, and, in general, for al
things that have a function or activity, the good and the “well” is
thought to reside in the function, so would it seem to be for man, if he
has a function. Have the carpenter, then, and the tanner certain func
tions or activities, and has man none? Is he born without a function? Or
as eye, hand, foot, and in general each of the parts evidently has a
function, may one lay it down that man similarly has a function apart
from all these? What then can this be? Life seems to be common even to
plants, but we are seeking what is peculiar to man. Let us exclude,
therefore, the life of nutrition and growth. Next there would be a life of
perception, but it also seems to be common even to the horse, the ox,
and every animal. There remains, then, an active life of the element that
has a rational principle; of this, one part has such a principle in the sense
of being obedient to one, the other in the sense of possessing one and
exercising thought. And, as “life of the rational element” also has two
meanings, we must state that life in the sense of activity is what we
mean; for this seems to be the more proper sense of the term. Now if the
function of man is an activity of soul which follows or implies a rational
principle, and if we say “a so-and-so” and “a good so-and-so” have a
function which is the same in kind, for example, a lyre player and a good
lyre player, and so without qualification in all cases, eminence in respect
of goodness being added to the name of the function (for the function of
a lyre player is to play the lyre, and that of a good lyre player is to do so
well): if this is the case, [and we state the function of man to be a certain
kind of life, and this to be an activity or actions of the soul implying a
rational principle, and the function of a good man to be the good and
noble performance of these, and if any action is well performed when it
is performed in accordance with the appropriate excellence: if this is the
case,] human good turns out to be activity of soul in accordance with
virtue, and if there are more than one virtue, in accordance with the best
and most complete.
But we must add “in a complete life.” For one swallow does not make
a summer, nor does one day; and so too one day, or a short time, does
not make a man blessed and happy.
[Also, a happy man] needs the
external goods as well; for it is impossible, or not easy, to do noble acts
without the proper equipment. In many actions we use friends and riches
and political power as instruments; and there are some things the lack of
which takes the luster from happiness, as good birth, goodly children,
beauty; for the man who is very ugly in appearance or ill born or solitary
and childless is not very likely to be happy, and perhaps a man would be
still less likely if he had thoroughly bad children or friends or had lost
Eood children or friends by deathY
(P,k.I Iocrfl
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But clearly the virtue we must study is human virtue; for the
good
we were seeking was human good and the happiness human happiness.
By human virtue we mean not that of the body but that of the soul;
and
happiness also we call an activity of soul.
Some things are said about it, adequately enough, even in the discus
sions outside our school, and we must use these; e.g., that one element
in the soul is irrational and one has a rational principle. Whether these
are separated as the parts of the body or of anything divisible are, or are
distinct by definition but by nature inseparable, like convex and concave
in the circumference of a circle, does not affect the present question.
Again, of all the things that come to us by nature we first acquire the
potentiality and later exhibit the activity (this is plain in the case of the
senses; for it was not by often seeing or often hearing that we got these
senses, but on the contrary we had them before we used them, and did
not come to have them by using them); but the virtues we get by first
exercising them, as also happens in the ease of the arts as well. For the
things we have to learn before we can do them, we learn by doing them,
e.g., men become builders by building and lyre players by playing the
lyre; so too we become just by doing just acts, temperate by doing
temperate acts, brave by doing brave acts.’ CSLs ri-rE ho
In everything that ts continuous and divisible it is possible to take more,
less, or an equal amount, and that either in terms of the thing itself or
relatively to us; and the equal is an intermediate between excess and
defect. By the intermediate in the object I mean that which is equidistant
from each of the extremes, which is one and the same for all men; by the
intermediate relatively to us that which is neither too much nor too
little—and this is not one, nor the same for all. For instance, if ten is
many and two is few, six is the intermediate, taken in terms of the
object; for it exceeds and is exceeded by an equal amount; this is inter
mediate according to arithmetical proportion. But the intermediate rela
tively to us is not to be taken so; if ten pounds are too much for a
particular person to eat and two too little, it does not follow that the
trainer will order six pounds; for this also is perhaps too much for the
person who is to take it, or too little—too little for Milo [a famous Greek
athlete], too much for the beginner in athletic exercises. The same is true
of running and wrestLing. Thus a master of any art avoids excess and
defect, but seeks the intermediate and chooses this—the intermediate not
in the object but relatively to us.’ (SLE hIo)

But not every action nor every passion admits of a mean; for some
have names that already imply badness, e.g., spite, shamelessness, envy,
and in the case of actions adultery, theft, murder; for all of these and
suchlike things imply by their names that they are themselves bad, and
not the excesses or deficiencies of them. It is not possible, then, ever to
be right with regard to them; one must always be wrong. Nor does
goodness or badness with regard to such things depend on committing
adultery with the right woman, at the right time, and in the right way,
but simply to do any of them is to go wrong.
jj O7
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“The end of all our actions is to be free from pain and fear;
and when once we have attained this, all the tempest of the
soul is laid, seeing that the living creature has not to go to find
something that is wanting, or to seek something else by which
the good of the soul and of the body will be fulfilled.” “Where
fore we call pleasure the alpha and omega of a blessed life.
Pleasure is our first and kindred good. From it is the com
mencement of every choice and every aversion, and to it we
come back, and make feeling the rule by which to judge of
every good thing.” “When we say, then that pleasure is the end
and aim, we do not mean the pleasures of the prodigal, or the
pleasures of sensuality, as we are understood by some who are
either ignorant and prejudiced for other views, or inclined to
misinterpret our statements. By pleasure we mean the absence
of pain in the body and trouble in the soul. It is not an unbroken
succession of drinking feasts and of revelry, not the enjoyments
of the fish and other delicacies of a splendid table, which
produce a pleasant life: ft is saber reasoning, searching out
the reasons for every choice and avoidance, and banishing
those beliefs through which great tumults take possession of
the soul.” “Nothing is so productive of cheerfulness as to
abstain from meddling, and not to engage in
difficult under
takings, nor force yourself to do something
beyond your
power. For Ml this involves your nature
in tumults.” “The
main part of happiness is the disposition which
is under our
own control. Service in the field is hard work,
and
command. Public speaking abounds in heart-t others hold
hrobs and in
anxiety whether you can carry conviction.
Why then pursue an
object like this, which is at the disposal of others?
” “Wealth
beyond the requirements of nature is no
more benefit to men
than water to a vessel which is full. Both
alike overflow. We
can look upon another’s goods without perturb
ation and can
enjoy purer pleasure than they, for we are
free from their
arduous struggle.”
“Thou must also keep in mind that of desires some are
natural, and some arc groundless; and that of the natural
some
are necessary as well as natural, and some are natural
only.
And of the necessary desires, some are necessary if we
are to
be happy, and some if the body is to remain unperturbed,
and
some if we are even to live. By the clear and certain under
standing of these things we learn to make every preference
and
aversion, so that the body may have health and the soul tran
qufflity, seeing that this is the sum and end of a blessed
life.”
“Cheerful ove
is
honourable thing.” “Great wealth is
but poverty when matched with t e aw o nature.” “If any one
thinks his own not to be most ample, he may become lord of
the whole world, and will yet be wretched.” “Fortune but
slightly crosses the wise man’s path.” “If thou wilt make
a man
happy, add not unto his riches, but take away from his desires
.”
“Riches according to nature are of limited extent, and can
be easily procured; but the wealth craved after by vain fancies
knows neither end nor limit. He who has understood the limits
of life knows how easy it is to get all that takes away the pain
of want, and Ml that is required to make our life perfect at
every point. In this way he has no need of anything which
involves a contest.” “The beginning and the greatest good is
pmdence. Vherefore prudence is a more precious thing even
than philosophy: from it grow all the other virtues, for it
teaches that we cannot lead a life of pleasure which is not also
a life of prudence, honour, and justice; nor lead a life of pru
dence, honour, and justice, which is not also a life of pleasure.
For the virtues have grown into one with a pleasant life, and a
pleasant life is inseparable from them.”
“Of all the things which wisdom procures for the happiness
of life as a whole, by far the greatest is the acquisition of
friendship.”

1
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“We ought to look round for people to eat and drink with,
before we look for something to cat and drink: to feed without
a friend is the life of a lion and a wolf.” “Do everything as if
Epicurus had his eye upon you. Retire into yourself chiefly at
that time when you are compelled to be in a crowd.” “We
ought to select some good man and keep him ever before our
eyes, so that we may, as it were, live under his eye, and do
everything in his sight.” “No one loves another except for his
interest.” “Among the other ills which attend folly is this:
it is always beginning to live.” “A foolish life is restless and
disagreeable: it is wholly engrossed with the future.” “We are
born once: twice we cannot be born, and for everlasting we
must be non-existent. But thou, who art not master of the
morrow, puttest off the right time. Procrastination is the ruin
of life for all; and, therefore, each of us is hurried and unpre
pared at death.” “Learn betimes to die, or if it please thee
better to pass over to the gods.” “He who is least in neea 01
the morrow will meet the morrow most pleasanily.””In)usflce
is not in itself a bad thing: but only in the fear, arising from
anxiety on the part of the wrongdoer, that he will not escape
punishment.” “A wise man wifi not enter political life unless
something extraordinary should occur,” “The free man will
take his free laugh over those who are fain to be reckoned in
the list with Lycurgus and Solon.”
‘The first duty of salvation is to preserve our vigour and to
guard against the defiling of our life in consequence of mad
dening desires.” “Accustom thyself in the belief that death is
nothing to us, for good and evil are only where they are felt,
and death is the absence of all feeling: therefore a right under
standing that death is nothing to us makes enjoyable the mor
tality of life, not by adding to years an illimitable tune, but
by taking away the yearning after immortality. For in life there
can be nothing to fear, to him who has thoroughly apprehended
that there is nothing to cause fear in what time we are not alive.
Foolish, therefore, is the man who says that he fears death, not
because it will pain when it comes, but because it pains in the
prospect. Whatsoever causes no annoyance when it is present
causes only a groundless pain by the expectation thereof. Death,
therefore, the most awful of evils, is nothing to us, seeing that
when we are, death is not yet, and when death comes, then we
are not. It is nothing then, either to the living or the dead, for
it is not found with the living, and the dead exist no longer.”
4?iicmi
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Pleasure is our great task, “the gist of life, the end of ends.” To
be happy ourselves and radiating centers of happiness to choice
circles of congenial friends,—this is the Epicurean ideal. The
world is a vast reservoir of potential pleasures. Our problem is
to scoop out for ourselves and our friends full measure of these
pleasures as they go floating by. We did not make the world.
It made itself by a fortuitous concourse of atoms, It would be
foolish for us to try to alter it. Our only concern is to get out of
it all the pleasure we can; without troubling ourselves to put
anything valuable back into it. Since it is accidental, impersonal,
we owe it nothing. We simply owe ourselves as big a share of
—
pleasure as we can grasp and hold.
This, however, is a task in which it is easy to make mistakes.
to avoid cheatiqg,oursycj,with short-liy!d
pjiA1Jhidspst too rn1cP;w!dom to choose the sjripIer
pleasures that cost less and last longer. Such shrewd calculation
of thflelative cost and worth of different pleasures is the sum
and substance of the Epicurean philosophy. He who is shrewd
to discern and prompt to snatch the most pleasure at least cost,
as it is offered on the bargain counter of life,—he is the Epi
curean sage.
. -‘

How many of us are slaving all day and late into the night
to add artificial superfluities to the simple necessities? How
many of us know how to stop working when it begins to
encroach upon our health; and to cut off anxiety and worry
altogether? How many of us measure the amount and intensity
of our toil by our physical strength; doing what we can do
healthfully, cheerfully, joyously, and leaving the rest undone,
instead of straining up to the highest notch of nervous tension
during early manhood and womanhood, only to break down
when the life forces begin to turn agatnst us?

one hundredths of the physical and mental ailments which
these various systems of healing profess to cure. In almost every
such case work1 or the square of work which is hurry, or the
cube of work which is worry, carried beyond the sane limits
which Eptcurus prescribes, is at the root of trouble. Where it
is not work and worry, it is their passive counterparts, grief
nursed long after its occasion has gone by, or fear harbored
long before its appropriate object has arrived. Cut these off and
all the use you will have for either healers or physicians will
be on such comparatively rare occasions as birth, death, con
tagious diseases, and unavoidable accident. You will not be the
chronic patient of any doctor regular or irregular; or the con
sumer of any medicine, patented or prescribed.

If any one of us is not happy all the time, except at the rare
instants when toothache, or the news of a friend’s illness or
death, or a had turn in our investments takes us by surprise—
if ha mess is not the dominant tone of our ordinary life, it is
simply__ecause we o not wanrnih that thoughtful, enter
prising. mniEt wayi WEiEWThe scholar wants knowledge,
or the business man wants money, or the politician wants votes.
Whoever is willing to pay the price in prudent planning of his
daily pleasures, in relentless exclusion of the enterprises and
indulgences that cost more pain than they can return in pleas
ure; whoever will cut out remorselessly the things in his past
life on which he cannot dwell with pleasure, and lop off the
considerations which give rise to dread; whoever is willing to
pay this Epicurean price for happiness can have it just as soon
and just as often as he pays down the cash of a faithful and

What we take tram excessive work Epicuiu would bid us
add to needed play. Play is an arrangement by which we get
artificially, in highly concentrated form, the pleasure which in
It is high time to treat melancholy, depression, gloom, fret
fulness, unhappiness, not merely as diseases, but as the ins
cusable follies, the intolerable vices, the unpardonable sins
which a sane and wholesome Epicureanism pronounces them
to be.
The Epicurean principle, then, forbids us to go whining,
whimpering, and weeping through this glorious and otherwise
cheery world, making ourselves a burden and nuisance to our
friends; and tells us frankly that if we are so much as tempted
to such melancholy living, it is because we are too improvident,
too slothful, too stupid to cast out these devils, which a little
plain fare, hard work, outdoor exercise, vigorous play, and
unworried rest would exorcise forever.
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Jesus was born.in a nation which had developed law to the
utmost nicety of detail, and recognized all laws as expressions
of the good will of God seeking the welfare of men. Prolonged
experiments in living had proved certain kinds of conduct
disastrous, and the states of mind corresponding to them,
despicable. Law had prohibited this disastrous conduct, and
the prophets had denounced these despicable traits.
Of course latent in the prohibitions of law was the constitu
tion of the blessed Kingdom that would result if the law were
observed; and dimly foreshadowed in the figurative expressions
of the prophets was the vision of the glorified human society
that would emerge when the despicable traits should be extir
pated and the better order introduced. This negative and latent
implication of law Jesus developed into Love as tbe positive
and explicit principle of life; and this figuratively foreshadowed
prophet’s vision He translated into the actual fact of a com
munity united in Love. He fulfilled the law by putting Love in
the heart, and fulfilled the prophets by establishing a com
munity based on Love. Jesus taught us to make ever.,btisga.
interest we touch as precious as out owEiflio treat all
piTh6s wijilionf’ie ‘deal as members of that beneficent
system of mutual good-will which is the Kingdom of Heaven.
But the moment we begin to do that, law as law becomes super
fluous; for what thejaw requires is the yssy tNpgwe_mgg
desire to do: prophecy as prophecy is fulfilled; for the best
man’s heart can dream has come to pass.
In the ideal home, between well-married husband and wife,
child and parent, brother and sister, this sweet law prevails. In
choice circles of inLimate friends it is found. Jesus extended
this interpretation of others in terms of ourselves, and of both
others and self in terms of the system of relations in which
both self and others inhere, so as to include all the dealing of
official and citizen teacher and pupil, dealer and customer,
employer and employee, man and man.
Jesus does not judge us by the formal test of whether we
have kept or broken this or that specific commandment, but by
the deeper and more searching requirement that our lives shall
detract nothing from and add s.omething W the glory of God
and the welfare of man.
Jesus’ principle of Love, though for clearness nnd incisiveness
often stated in terms of mere altruism, or regard for others,
yet taken in its total context, in the light of His never absent
reference to the Father’s will and the Kingdom of Heaven, is
much deeper and broader than that. It gives each man his place
and function in the total beneficent system which is the coming
Kingdom of God, and then treats him not merely as he may
wish to be treated, or we may wish to treat him, but as his place
and function in that system require.
Mere altruism is often weakly kind, making others feebly
dependent on our benefactions instead of sturdily self-support
ing; making others unconsciously egotistic as the result of our
superfluous ministrations or uncritical indulgence; and even
fostering a subtle egotism in ourselves, as the result of the
fatal habit of doing the easy, kind thing rather than the hard,
severe thing that is needed to lift them to their highest attain
ment- A true mother is never half as sentimentally altruistic
toward her child as a grandmother or an aunt; she does not
hesitate to reprove and correct, when that is what the child
needs to suppress the low and lazy, and rouse the higher and
stronger self. The just administrator discharges the incompetent
and exposes the dishonest employee, not merely because the
good of the whole requires it; but because even for the person

discharged or exposed, that is better than it would be to allow
him to drag out an unprofitable and cumbersome life in telcrated uselessness or countenanced graft.
“Treat both others and yourself as their place and yours in
God’s coming Kingdom require”; that is the Golden_Rule in
its complete form. “All things, therefore, whatever yeäiild
that men should do unto you” (remembering that both you
and they have places and functions in the Father’s Kingdom
of Love); “even so do ye also unto them: for this is the law
and the prophets.”
At the same time Love is always changing and superseding
laws and institutions by pressure of adjustment to the changing
demands of individual and social well-being. Laws and institu
tions are made for men, rather than men for institutions and
laws; and the instant an old law ceases to serve a new need
in the best poisible way, Love erects the better service into a
nWlàv br institution, superseding the old. Any law that fails
to promote the physical, mental, social, and spiritual good of
the persons and the community concerned, thereby loses Love’s
sanction and becomes obsolete. Law for law’s sake, rather than
for the sake of man and society, is the flat denial of Love.
From Love’s point of view any lack of tender reverence for
the person of another, whether in or out of marriage sinks man
to the plane of the brute. Not that the normal exercise of any
appetite or passion is base or evil in itself. MI are holy, pure,
divine, when Love through them assumes the lifelong respon
sib’dities they involve. All that falls short of such tender rever
ence and permanent responsibility is lust. Jesus established
chastity on the broad, rational basis of respect for the dignity
of woman and the sanctity of sex. The logic of His teaching on
this point is to place chastity on the eternal rock foundation of
treating another only as Love and a true regard for the other’s
permanent welfare will warrant. In other words, Jesus permits
no man to even wish to treat any woman as he would be un
willing another man should treat his own mother, sister, wife,
or daughter. For, from His standpoint, all women are our sis
ters, daughters of the most high God. This standard is search
ing and severe, no doubt; but it is reasonable and right. There
is not a particle of asceticism about it. And the man who vio
lates it is not merely departing a little from the beaten path of
approved conventionalities. He is doing a cruel, wanton wrong.
He is doing to another what he would bitterly resent if done
to one whom he held dear. And what right has any man to
hold any woman cheap, a mere means of his selfish gratifica
tion, and not an object of his protection, and reverence, and
chivalrous regard? The worst mark of uneliminaled brutality
and barbarism which the civilized world is carrying over into
the twentieth century, to curse nnd blacken and pollute and
embitter human life for a few generations more, is this indiffer
ence to the Spirit of Love, as it applies at this crucial point.
All the devices for gratifying sexual passions without the
assumption of permanent responsibilities, such as seduction,
prostitution, and the keeping of mistresses, Christianity brands
as the desecration of God’s holiest temple, the human body,
and the wanton wounding of His most sensitive creation,—
woman’s heart. The Greeks placed little restriction on man’s
passions beyond such as was necessary to maintain sufficient
physical health and mental vigor to perform his duties as a
citizen in peace and in war.

Lcve fulfills at once the law of truth-telling and the law
against swearing; for words spoken in Love need no adventi
tious support. The appeal to anything outside one’s self, and
one’s simple statement, is clear evidence that there is no Love,
and therefore no truth within. Love has no desire to deceive,
and hence no fear of being disbelieved. To back up one’s words
with an oath is to confess one’s own lack of confidence in
what one is saying, and to invite lack of confidence in others.
Anything more than a plain statement of fact or feeling comes
out of an insincere or unloving heart. Of course here, as in the
case of divorce, what is the obvious and only law for the dis
ciple of Jesus may or may not be wise for the civil authorities
to enact into law and impose upon all. If the state and the
courts think an oath helpful, the sensible Christian usually will
cc3nform to public custom and requirement; even though for
him the practice is superfluous and meaningless.
offense, and quick to overlook. Selfish
Love is slo’ to
nesñihipshghtsresentful at wrongs for it sees others
onjv ajheir_acts affect us. Love seeks out the wifole than
bhind the harsh word or bad deed, takes his point of view, an’a’
tries to discover some clue to his concealed better self.
Whether he does well or ill, Love lets us appeal to nothing
less than his best self, and do nothing less than what on the
whole is best for him and for the community to which he and
we both belong. Hence, whether we give or withhold what he
specifically asks (and Love enlightened by modern sociology
tells us we usually must withhold from beggars and tramps
what they ask), in either case we shall not consult merely our
personal convenience and impulse, but 42_what we should
wish to have done to us, for the sake of sociEty and for our
own good as members of society, if we were in his unfortunate
plight “Ye have heard that it was said, An eye for an eye, and
a tooth for a tooth; but I say unto you, Resist not him that is
evil, but whosoever smiteth thee on thy right cheek, turn to him
the other also. And if any man would go to law with thee, and
take away thy coat, let him have thy cloak also. And whosoever
shall compel thee to go one mile, go with him twain. Give to
him that asketh thee, and from him that would borrow of thee
turn not thou away.”
Love is kind to the evil and vicious, and magnanimous to
the hostile and hateful. Kindness in return for favors received
or in hope of favors to come; kindness to those whose conduct
and character we admire, is all very well in its way, but is no
sign whatever that he who is kind on these easy terms is a true
child of Love. To share the great Love of God one must go
out freely to all, regardless of relurn or desert,—be impartial
as sunshine and shower.
“Ye have heard that it was said, Thou shalt love thy neigh
bor, and hate thy enemy; but I say unto you, Love your ene
mies, and pray for them that persecute you, that ye may be
sons of your Father which is in heaven; for he maketh his sun
to rise on the evil and the good, and sendeth rain on the just
and the unjust. For if ye love them that love you, what reward
have ye? do not even the publicans the same? And if ye salute
your brethren only, what do ye more than others? do not even
the Gentiles the same? Ye therefore shall be perfect, as your
heavenly Father is perfect.”

—
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The Counterfeits of Love
Just because Love is so costly, it has a host of counterfeits.
These counterfeits are chiefly devices for gaining the rewards
ind honors of Love, without the effort and sacrifice of loving.
One of the most obvious rewards of Love is being thought
kind, generous, good. But this can be secured, apparently, by
professing religion, joining the church, repeating the creed,
giving money to the poor, subscribing large sums to good
causes,—all of which arc much cheaper and easier than being
kind, and true, and faithful, and considerate in the home, on
the farm, in the factory, in the store. Yet Jesus tells us that
unless we have Love in the close and intimate relations of our
domestic, economic, social, and political life, all symbols of
its presence else’vhere, all “services” directed othenvise, he—

come intolerable nuisances, whose places would be better filled,
;; out of the
and whose work better done, if they w’it.
way and decently buried. Ml this, however, is not to deny, but
by contrast to affirm, the great indispensable uses of symbols,
officers, and institutions that are genuinely and effectively de
voted to the ciiTtivntion and propagation of Love.
Any tnougnt 01 the re.plga;ion or respectability or honor a
rijEfl&W11r&?Fng, just because it puts something else in place.
ofIVEdestrqy the rightness of the act az?4 the righteousness
of TSi. Righteousness will always remain a dry, dreary,
forbidding, impossible thing until we welcome right as the serv
ice of those whom we love and the promotion of interests we
share with them; and shrink from wrong as what harms them
and defeats our common ends. Without Love, righteousness
either dries up into a cold, hard asceticism, or evaporates into
a hollow, formal respectability; and in one way or the other
misses the spontaneity and expansion of soul which is Love’s
crown and joy. “Take heed that ye do not your righteousness
before men, to be seen of them: else ye have no reward of
your Father which is in heaven.”
Love is too intent on its objects to be aware of itself or call
attention to its own operations. The air of doing a favor takes
all the Love out of an ct; for LoessosimpT_str
tfiTVeemr _ntatheri]iK_cowihflabr. In this way
bot giver and receiver together share Love’s distinctive reward
of two lives bound together as one in the common Love of tlw
Father.
“Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep’s
clothing, but inwardly are ravening wolves. By their fruits ye
shall know them. Do men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
thistles? Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit; but
the corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit. A good tree cannot
bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth
good fruit. Every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn
down, and cast into the fire. Therefore by their fruits ye shall
know them. Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord,
shall enter into the kingdom of heaven; but he that doeth the
will of my Father which is in heaven. Many will say to me in
that day, Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy by thy name, and
by thy name cast out devils, and by thy name do many mighty
works? And then will I profess unto them, I never knew you;
depart from me, ye that work iniquity.”
Neither eloquent speech nor elegant writing, neither ornate
ceremonial nor orthodox symbol, nor auythingabortpijtclual
toil to serve P9gnfisc4iincLhe!p_human joy can translate
hf • Though the most beautiful idea in the world,
lifnto
Love into
the mere idea of Love is of no more value than any other mere
idea. If it fails of expression in bard, costly deeds, its ritualistic
or verbal profession is a sham. In Love’s service, so far as things
done are concerned, there is no high or low, first or last. To
preach sermons and conduct religious services, to teach science
in the university, or make laws in Coneress, is no better and
no worse than to make shoes in the shoeshop or cook food in
the kitchen. All work done in Love counts, stands, endures.
MI work done in vanity and self-seeking, all work shirked with
pretense of religion, or excuse of wealth, or pride of social
station, leaves the soul hard, hollow, unreal, and fails to stand
Love’s searching test.
Love throws off all that hampers its action, as a runner his
coat for a race. Love requires the sound body, the clear mind,
the strong will, the sensitive heart, and foregoes all indulgences
that impair these things, though in themselves innocent as
eating and drinking. Yet Love makes no fuss about its sacrifices,
takes themas a simpliteroci3rie3iwoihiüñtioning;
fdfwhaLpyeves up in mere Ensudjis1dulgepee is as noth
ing to the widene&iWections and enlarged interests gained. To
bç Th1ii or sad over wh wegWEup to pföElhtrn 2 parde
Qns’s self-denials, would be an insult to Love; it would show
that the persons we love and the causes we serve are not really
as dear to our beans as the pitiful things we forego for their
sake—would show that our Love was a sham.

II
All pleasure that comes frôfii ‘healthy exercise of body, ra
tional exercise of mind, sympathetic expansion of the affections,
strenuous effort of the will, in just and generous living, is at
the same time a glorifying of God and an enrichment of our
selves. All pleasure which sacrifices the vigor of the body to
the indulgence of some separate appetite, all pleasure which
enslaves or degrades or embitters the persons from whom it
is procured, all pleasure which breaks down the sacred institu
lions on which society is founded,—is shameful and debasing,
a sin against God, and a wrong to our own souls. The Christian
will forego many pleasures which Epicurus and even Aristotle
would permit, because he is infinitely more sensitiyejhan they
to the effect his pleasures have on póbr men and unprotected
women whose welfare these earlier teachers did not take into
account, On the other hand, the Christian will enter heartily
into the joys of pure domestic life, and the delights of struggle
with untoward social and political conditions, from which
Plato and the Stoics thought it honorable to withdraw. Where
God can be glorified and men can be served, there the Christian
will either find his pleasure, or with optimistic art, create a
pleasure that he does not find,
“Moreover when ye fast, be not, as the hypocrites, of a sad
countenance; for they disfigure their faces, that they may be
seen of men to fast, Verily I say unto to you, They have re
ceived their reward, But thou, when thou fastest, anoint thy
head, and wash thy face, that lhou be not seen of men to fast,
but of thy Father which is in secret; and thy Father, which
seeth in secret, shall recompense thee.”
Just because Love includes the interests of all the persons
we deal with, it excludes all mean, selfish traits from our hearts.
There can be no pride and guile, no lust and cruelty, no avarice
and hypocrisy, no malice and censoriousness, in a heart which
welcomes to its interest and affection, and serves and loves as
its own, the aims and needs of its fellows. That is why Love’s
true disciples are few, and the slaves of selfishness many. Ask
how many,—not entirely succeed, for none do,—but how many
make it the constant aim of their lives to treat others as more
widely extended aspects of themselves, and, in order to do that,
endeavor to keep out all the greed, hate, lust, pride, envy, jeal
ousy, that would draw lines between self and others, and we
see the answer: that the way must be narrow, a way few find,
and still fewer follow when found.
“Enter ye in by the narrow gate; for wide is the gate, and
broad is the way, that leadeth to destruction, and many be
they that enter in thereby. For narrow is the gate, and straitened
the way, that leadeth unto life, and few be they that find it.”
The Cultivation of Love
Love is so akin to our nature, so eager to enter our souls,
that to want is to get it; to seek is to find it; to open our hearts
to its presence is to discover it already there. Whoever knows
what true prayer is—the intense, eager yearning for good of
insistent, importunate hearts—knows that there never was and
never can be one unanswered prayer. No man who has longed
to have Love the law of his life, and struggled for it as a miser
struggles for money, or a politician strives to vin votes, ever
failed to get what he wanted.Izxrv person wc meet gives
occasion for i.ai and evcç situation in life affords a chaiZ
to express it. The difficulty is not to gct all we scant, but to
‘iinWian have t’or the askiti.

MasvO
Anger
“You know that our ancestors
were told. ‘Do not murder and “A
murderer must be brought to trlat7
1113ut I promise you that if you are
angry with someone.’ you will have
to stand trial, If you call someone a
fool. you will be taken to court. And
If you say (hat someone Is worthless.
you will be In danger of the fires of
hell.
if you are about to place your
gift on (he altar and remember that
someone a angfl,’w tb you. ‘leave
yourgile there in front of the altar.
Make peace with that person, then
conic back and offer your gift to
God.
ZiSefore you are dragged Into
coun. make friends with the person
who has accused you of doing
wrong. If you don’t, you will be
handed over to the judge and then to
the officer who will put you In jail.
“I promise you that you will not get
out until you have maid the last cent
you owe.
MarrIage
“You know the commandment
which says, ‘Be faithful In mar
riage,” “But I tell you that if you
look at another woman and want
tier, you are already unfaithful in
your thuughts. lf your right eye
causes you to sn. poke It out and
throw It away. It Is better to lose one
pan of your body, than for your
whole body to end up in hell. “If
your right hand causes you to sin.
chop It off and throw it away! It is
better to lose one part of your body.
than for your whole body to be
thrown Into hell.

%41{i)

ac-’3t1
Worry

(Luke 12.22-31)
‘l tell you not 10 won-v about your

lite. Don’t worry about having some

thing to eat, drink, or wear. Isn’t life
more than rood or clothing? “Look

et the birds In the sky! They don’t
plant or harvest. They don’t even
store grain In harns.Yet your luther
in heaven taXes care uf item. Aren’t

you wunh more than b,rds?

Iie
iorn’ niake
longer?’ \Vit y worry atfl)ol clothes?
Liii K how I to sci 1(111 ‘we is grow
They duti’t work hard hi titake their
doilies 1”But I tell you thai Sulnnion

with all his ‘veatth wasn’t as well
clothed as uric of lltL’ni. M!God Ekes
such licauty ii’ evetytl,i,ti’, tim! grows
in I lie I telds. even though it is tore
today and thrown “10 U fire tonior
row- I-ic will surely do even more for
you! Wby do you have such billie ra,tti?
‘Punt worry and ask yourselves,
‘WtlI we have anythitig to eat? Will
we have anything to drink? Wilt we
have any clothes to wear?’ 120niy
people who don-I know Gcd are al
ways worrying about such things.
Your Fattier in heaven knows that
you need all of these.! ‘But more
thati anything else, nut God’s work
first and do win! tie v:i nts Tb en I lie
or tier liii ngs ‘vi II he yours as svel I
‘Pont vttrn’ atitiul tot:iorrow II
veil hike e;,re of tselfYou lace
enough to wur,y ‘ilium logay.
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“Jesus looked at his disciples and
said:
God will bless you people
who are poor.
His kingdom belongs to you!
“God will bless
you hungry people.
Ycu will have plenty
to eat!
God will bless you people
who are crying.
You will laugh!
“God will bless you when others
hale you and wont have anshlng to
do with you. God will bless you
when people insult you and say
m,iel things about you, all because
you are a follower of the Son of
Man. ‘Long ago your own people
did these same things to the
prophets. So when this happens to
you, be happy and jump forjoy! Yoo
will have a great reward in heaven.
‘4 But you rich people
are in for trouble.
You have already had
an easy life!
3a You well-red people
are in for trouble.
You wIll go hungry!
You people
who are laughing now
are in fur trouble.
You are going to cry
and weep!
25You are in for trouble when
everyone says good things about
you. That is what your own people
said about those prophets who told
lies.
Love br Enemies
fMatihc’w 5.3&.-48; 7120)
‘flsls is what I say to all who will
linen to me:
Love your enemies, and be good to
everyone who hales you. “Ask God
so bless anyone who curses you, and
pray for everyone who Is cruel to
you. ‘lf someone slaps you on one
cheek, don’t stop thai person (ruin
slapping you on tue other cheek. If
semeone warns to lake your coat.
don’t try to keep back your shin.
55Give to everyone who asks and
don’t ask people 10 relurn what they
have taken from you. 31Treat others
just as you wanl to be treated.
azif you love only someone who
leves you, wili God praise you for
thai? Even sinners love people who
love them. 3.111 you are kind only to
someone who is kind to you, will
God be pleased with you For that?
Even sinners are kind to people who
are kind to shem. lf you lend
money only to someone you think
will pay you hack, will God be
pleased wish you for thus? Even sin
ners lend to sinr.ers because they
think tisey will gel it all back.
3ap01 love your enemies and be
good to then.Le ndw ithout expect
ing to be paid hack.’ Then you will
get a great reward, and you will be
tile true children ni God in heaven,
He is gp:sd even (p people “ho are
uni[anktul and cruel. “Hove pity on
0111cm, just as your Father has pity
on you.
Judging Others
eihlC<iciv 7.1.5)
“Jestss said
Don’t judge olliers, and God won’t
judge you. Don’t be hard on others,
and God svoss’l tie hard on you. For

give oi lie’s, a id God ‘viii forgive
you.°li you itis’o in <fillers, you will
he given zs to ha mount in rd urn, It
will be PUS k Or] U own - shaken to—
getiser. asul spilling, s,ver mb your
lap. ‘I lie way you treat olliem is the
way you will ho 5 reeled,
“Jesus also used some sayings as he
spoke so the people. He said.
Can one tsiirsd person lead another
blind person? Won’; I hey auth fall
into a di!cis? Ict’5r0 students bolter
san their tea C lie r° But whets 5 icy
are folly trained, they will be like
their teacher.
tYou can see the speck in your
friend’s eye. Bus you doss’s notice tise
lug in you r ow:s eye 2i-itiw can you
say, My friend, let me sake the
speck nut of your eye when you
don’t see the log in your own eye?
Yost show-oils’ Firsi. gel the log out
of yoorown eye. Then you can see
sow to sake the speck out of your
friend’s eye.

A Troe and Its Fruit
tMotthiew 7.17.2(5, 12.341,. 35)
<‘A good tree cannot produce bad
fruit, and a bad tree cannot produce
good fruit. ‘You can loll what it tree
is like by the fruit it prnduces.Yoo
cannot pick figs or grapes from
thornbushes. “Good people do good
shings because of the good in thesr
hearts, Bad penole do bad things be
cause of the evil in their hearts.Yoor
words show what Is In your hean.
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The Good Samaritan
15An expeti in the Law of Moses
up and asked Jesus a ouestion to a
what he would say. ‘Teacher,’ he askd,
‘wisat must I do to have eternal life?’’
‘5jesus answered, ‘What Is written
the Scriptures? How do you unde
them?”
“The man replied, ‘The Script
say, ‘Love the Lord your God withi,
your heart, soul, strength, and mla4.
They also say. ‘Love your nelghbers
much as you love yourself,’”
“Jesus said, ‘You have given the ri*
answer. If you do this, you will
elernal life”
“But the man wanted to show IbM
knew what he was talking abcat. &
asked Jesus. wtso are my neigh
35iesus replied’
As a man was goIng down from
Jerusalem to Jericho, robbers at
tacked hlm and grabbed everythIng
Ito had. They heat him up and ran
oIl. te:iviisit buss hilt dead.
‘tA priest Isappesied to be going

down iso sanse road. Bus when he
saw the man, he walked by on the
oiher side °Laseru icrnp!e heigeg
Cu 5 tC lu I lie s,nssc islace Pu I when
ise saw rise Isia n wi iu had been
beaten up. he also went by on the
other side.
‘4A moo from Samaria then came
travelissg along tisat road. When he
saw the nsan. tie felt surry for him
‘<and went over to him, He trealed
his wounds with olive nil and wine’
and bandaged them. Then he put
ha on his own donkey and took
him to an inn, where he took care&
him, “The next morning he gaves
innkeeper two silver coins and saj
“Please take care of the man. If you
spend more titan this on him, I will’
pay you when I return,”
“Then Jesus asked, ‘Which one
kse three people was a real neighbor
bthe man who was beasen up by rub’
to”
“‘The teacher answered. ‘The one
showed oily”
Jesus said, ‘Go and do the Same!”
-

Martha and Maw
eThe Lord and his disciples were
hveling along and cume so a villuge.
i’tn. lacy got there, a ss’oman named
kanha weiconsed hint into her hosae.
he had a sister n;stised Mary. who sas
wt In Irons of tue Lord and was hi’
ting 1° wiles he said “M artha was
wried about all tisat had to be done.
Finally, she ‘vent so Jesus and said,
1,trd. doesn’t it bother you that my
tier has left me to do all the work
Iv myself? lell her to come and help
•1’
‘tThe Lord answered. ‘Martha,
Utriha! You are worried and upset
oul so many things. °but only one
thitg is necessary. Mary has chosen
ibM Is best, and it will not be taken
shy from her,”
I

Prayer

(Matthew 69-li; 77’’))
When Jesus hod finished praying.
one of his disciples said to isim.
teed, seach us to pray, just as John
ti, followers to pray7
‘So Jesus told them. ‘Pray in this way:
father, hells us
Ic honor your tiatise.
er,se u:id Sri up
year ktsiitdons.
‘Glee us cacti day
the food we needy
‘Ferg:se our sins,
liwe forgive everyone
who has dotse wrong to us
And keep us
(mm beiisg tempted.’”
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\Jekcus

Vict

(o-tc.Do cc)

There are things which are within our power, and there are things
which are beyond our power. Within our power are opinion, aim, desire,
aversion, and, in one word, whatever affairs are our own. Beyond our
power are body, property, reputation, office, and, in one word, whatever
are not properly our own affairs.
Now the things within our power are by nature free, unrestricted,
unhindered; but those beyond our power are weak, dependent, re
stricted, alien. Remember then, that, if you attribute freedom to things
by nature dependent, and take what belongs to others for your own, you
will be hindered, you will lament, you will be disturbed, you will find
fault both with gods and men. But if you take for your own only that
which is your own, and view what belongs to others just as it really is,
then no one will ever compel you, no one will restrict you, you will find
fault with no one, you will accuse no one, you will do nothing against
your will; no one will hurt you, you will not have an enemy, nor wilL you
suffer any harm.
Aiming therefore at such great things, remember that you must not
allow yourself any inclination, however sLight, towards the attainment of
the others; but that you must entirely quit some of them, and for the
present postpone the rest. But if you would have these, and possess
power and wealth likewise, you may miss the latter in seeking the
former; and you will certainly fail of that, by which alone happiness and
freedom are procured.
Remember that desire demands the attainment of that of which you
are desirous; and aversion demands the avoidance of that to which you
are averse; that he who fails of the object of his desires, is disappointed;
and he who incurs the object of his aversion, is wretched. If, then, you
shun only those undesirable things which you can control, you will never
incur anything which you shun. But if you shun sickness, or death, or
poverty, you will run the risk of wretchedness. Remove aversion, then,
from all things that are not within our power, and transfer it to things
undesirable, which are within our power. But for the present altogether
restrain desire; for if you desire any of the things not within our own
power, you must necessarily be disappointed; and you are not yet secure
of those which are within our power, and so are legitimate objects of
desire. Vhere it is practically necessary for you to pursue or avoid any
thing, do even this with discretion, and gentleness, and moderation.

r, )

are distu 4_ntyjhings, but by the
view which iEy takflrthin s. Thus death is nothing terrible
eEr1t—wodd1iavij5peire so to Socrates. But the tenor con
sists in our notion of death, that it is terrible. Vhen, therefore,
we are hindered, or disturbed, or grieved, let us never impute
it to others, but to ourselves; that is, to our views.”
“Now the things within our power are by nature tree, unre
stricted, unhindered; but those beyond our power are weak,
dependent, restricted, alien. Remember, then, that if you
attribute freedom to things by nature dependent, and seek for
your own that which is really controlled by others, you will
be hindered, you will lament, you will be disturbed, you will
find fault both with gods and men. But if you take for your
own only that which is your own, and view what belongs to
others just as it really is, then no one will ever compel you, no
one will restrict you; you will find fault with no one, you will
accuse no one, you will do nothing against your will; no one
will hurt you, you will not have an enemy, nor will you suffer
any harm.”
“When you see a person weeping in sorrow, either when a child
goes abroad, or when he is dead, or when the man has lost his
property, take care that the appearance do not hurry you away
with it as if he were suffering in external things. But straightway
make a distinction in your mind, and be in readiness to say, !t
is not that which has happened that afflicts this man, for it
does not afflict another, but it is the opinion about this thing
which afflicts the man. So far as words, then, do not be unwilling
to show him sympathy, and even if it happens so, to lament
with him. But take care that you do not lament internally also.
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• On the other hand one man is made
grateful for the wealth
he has been able to accumulate. Another
is made more sym
pathetic. Another is made generous. Anoth
er is
larger public service his independent means urged into the
makes possible.
Another is lifted up into a sense of respon
sibility for its right
use. On the whole the men and women
who earn their money
honestly are usually affected in one or more
of these beneficial
ways, and their wealth becomes an enrichm
ent of their per
sonality.
The same thing is true of health and sickness. Health
often
makes one careless, insensitive, negligent of
duty; while sick
ness often makes one conscientious, consid
erate, faithful, and
thus more useful and efficient than his healthy brothe
r. Popu
larity often puffs up with pride; while persecution,
by humbling,
prepares the heart for truer blessedness. Hence whethe
r an
external fact is good or evil, depends on how
we take it, what
we make of it, the state cf mind and heart and will
into which
it enters as a factor; and that in turn depends,
the Stoic tells us,
on ourselves, and is under our control.
I have drawn most of my illustrations from
Epictetus, be
cause this resignation comes with rather better
grace from a
poor, lame man, who has been a slave, and who lives
on the
barest necessities of life, than from the
Emperor Marcus
Aurelius, and the wealthy courtier Seneca. Yet
the most dis
tinctive utterances of these men teach the same lesson
. Seneca
attributes it to his pilot in the famous prayer, ‘Oh,
Neptune,
you may save me if you will; you may sink me if
you will; hut
vhatever happens, I shall keep my rudder true.”
Marcus
Aurelius says: “Let the part of thy soul which
leads and
governs be undisturbed by the movements in the
flesh, whether
of pleasure or pain; and let it not unite itself with
them, but
let it circumscribe itself, and limit those effects to their
parts.”
The first halt ot the Stoic doctrine is (bat we give our world
the color of our thoughts. The second half of Stoicism is con
cerned with what these thoughts of ours shall be. The first half
of the doctrine alone would leave us in crude fantastic Cynicism,
—the doctrine out of which the broader and deeper
Stoic leach
ing took its rise. The Cynic paints the world in
the flaring
colors of his undisciplined, individual caprice.
Modern apostles
of the essential Stoic principle incline to paint
the world in
the roseate hues of a merely optional optimi
sm. They want to
be well, and happy, and serene, and self-satisfied;
they think
they are; and thinking makes them so. If Stoicis
m had been
as superficial as that, as capricious, and temper
amental, and
individualistic, it would not have lasted as has
it
for more than
two thousand years. The Stoic thought had
substance, content,
objective reality, as unfortunately most
of the current phases
of popular philosophy have not. This objecti
ve and universal
principle the Stoic found in law. We must
think things, not as

w’e would like to have them, which is the optimism
of the
fabled ostrich, with its head in the sand; not in some
vague,
general phrases which mean nothing, which is the
optimism
of mysticism; but in the hard, rigid terms of univer
sal law,
EveLng that happens is pnsUh. .QntgrcnLwhole._T
he
law of the whole determines the nure and worth
of
Sei2Wfràm the point of view of the whole, every part tapart.
is neEëã
sary, and therefore good,—everything except, as Cleant
hes
says in his hymn, “what the wicked do in their foolish
ness.”
The typical evils of life can all be brought under
the Stoic
formula, under some beneficial law; all, that is, except
Sin.
That particular form of evil was not satisfactorily dealt with
until the advent of Christianity.
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When people see some things as beautiful,
other things become ugly.
When people see some things as good,
other things become bad.

The tao that an be cold
is not the eternal Tao.
The name chat can be named
is not the eternal Name.
The unnamable is the eternally real.
Naming is the origin
of all particular things.
Free from desire, you realize the mystery.
Caught in desire, you see only the manifestations.
Yet mystery and manifestations
arise from the same source.
This source is called darkness.

Being and non-being create each other.
Difficult and easy support each other.
Long and short define each other.
High and low depend on each other.
Before and after follow each other.
Therefore the Master
acts without doing anything
and reaches without saying anything.
Things arise and she lets them come;
things disappear and she lets them go.
rShe has but doesn’t possess,
but doesn’t expect.
When her work done, she
it.
That is why it lasts forever.

Lacts

Darkness within datknas.
The gateway to all understanding.

R
The supreme good is like water,
which nourishes all things without trying to.
ft is content with the low places that people disdain.
Thus it is like the Tao.

to

In dwelling, live dose the ground.
In thinldng, keep to the simple.
In conflict, be fir and generous.
In governing, don’t try to control.
In work, do what you enjoy.
In &mily lift, be completely present.

F

you are content

when
to be simply yourself
and don’t compare or compete,
[_,bodY will respect you.

is

forgers

____

____

_
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The Master has no mind of her own.
She works with the mind of the people.
She is good to people who are good.
She is also good to people who aren’t good.
This is true goodness.
She trusts people who are trustworthy.
She also trusts people who aren’t trustworthy.
This is true trust.
The Master’s mind is like space.
People don’t understand her.
Th look to her and wait.
She treats them like her own children.

‘V1U

In the pursuit of knowledge,
every day something is added.
In the practice of the Tao,
every day something is dropped.
Less and less do you need to force things,
until finally you arrive at non-action.
When nothing is done,
nothing is left undone.
True mastery can be gained
by letting things go their own way.
It can’t be gained by interkring.

t&I:

Do you want to improve the world?
[don’t think it an be done.
The world is sacred.
It can’t be improved.
if you tamper with it, you’ll ruin it.
If you treat it like an object, you’ll lose it.

Then is a time fot being ahead,
a rime for being behind;
a âme for being in motion.
a time for being at rest;
a time for being vigorous,
a time for being exhausted;
a time for being safr,
a time for being in danger.
The Master sea things as they are,
without trying to control them.
She lets them go their own way,
and resides n the center of the circle.

Ii
Existentialism
stian Existentia14 Essence precedes existence. Our essence (purpose) is
decided upon by God. Our meaning in life is to worship and love God. Then we are
made to exist by God.
jjolstoy’s\flve ways to live:
ignorance is bliss lead a life unaware that life is meaningless, an idiot’s life
base, sensory pleasure but life won’t improve for yourself or humanity
weakness drag out life knowing its meaninglessness, suffer through it
destruction destroy life due to meaninglessness (suicide is a very noble way
to die)
5. God the wise live life understanding that God gives us meaning
1.
2.
3.
4.

-

-

-

-

-

Fiierkegaard’\three ways to live:
1.
2.
3.

aesthetic sensuous life (of sensation) but soon realize there must be more
ethical accept rules and conventions, evil is due to ignorance or weak will
religion universal good, TOTAL commitment and faith
-

-

-

-

Only some people move from the first stage to the second, At the ethical stage, some
choose to go back to the life of sensory pleasure when rules and convention fail; a rare
few make it ffilly to the religious stage.

4

[Atheist Existentiali?j Our existence precedes our essence. We exist on the planet,
but we don’t know why. Now that we’re here, we must determine our purpose
individually.
-

“God is dead.”

There is no universal morality. Christianity is a philosophy for the weak. Christians
can’t fend for themselves, so they made a religion in which we are all to take care of
one another. Physisophism should rule (the physical world is most important). Might
makes right. The future lies with great men (women are there to serve these men).
We won’t get any great men Wthey are all busy taking care of the weak men.
There are two forces in all things. Apollo symbolizes the logical, orderly life that is
harnessed and controlled. Dionysus symbolizes the passionate life of wild
abandonment. All the Greeks think Apollo should be in control (reason over spirit and
appetites), but Nietzsche thinks we need to let Dionysus out. We get huge amounts of
pleasure from power and passion (he did anyway). This pleasure should not be
restrained.

1%
(artreJ “We are condemned to be free.”
There are no moral rules, no master plan. So, life is random, by chance and therefo
re
absurd. Individuals must be the source of values which we create through our choice
s.
In all things we do, we make decisions. We choose to do everything, and, for each
decision, we have limitless option to choose from. Life is absurd also because there
is
no final resolution to any of this. When we realize all this, we go through stages of
existential angst:
—

—

-

-

—

fear We see our life is short and fear death.
-

anguish The fear of death allows us to see that there are no guarantees and no ready
made meaning to hold on to. We must create meaning. We appreciate the
responsibility of our decisions and the burden that comes with knowing we are a role
model for everyone else (not just people we perceive to be beneath us). If we take
responsibility for each and every decision, we are living an authentic life. Most people
don’t. For example, if a general has to choose whether or not to send his men to
fight
a difficult battle, he is living authentically if he tells the men he has chosen to send
them
out. He is not living authentically if he tells them they have to fight for the good
of
their country, or any other reason that implies he has no choice. Everything we do
is
our own choice. Everything. It causes anguish because of the burden of responsibility
that we each must bear.
-

forlorn We are completely alone with our decisions. No one else can help us decide
how to live or what to do. Even if we our told how to live or what to do, the final
decision always rests in our lap.
-

despair We caimot change the world, only ourselves. We see others living wrongly,
but we cannot change their ways. We can try all we like, but the final decision of their
own life is theirs alone.
-

meaningfulness We see the absurdity of life and recognize that each one of us will
add a bit of meaning to an otherwise futile existence. Watching absurdity (Harold
Pinter, Samuel Beckeft or the Man Brothers) will enlighten us to our situation.
Through absurdity we begin to find meaning. Through what life is at an extreme of
silliness and confusion, we find the right path. We learn what meaningful is, by
examining what it is not. (“What if the worst is true there is no God and you only
go
around once. Don’t you want to be part of the experience?” Woody Mien)
-

.

-

Sartre links the value of virtue with the success of conduct. Because each decision is
so well thought-out, and we are going to take full responsibility for how we live and
what we do, our intentions will be good. Furthermore, because we recognize that we
are role models for everyone else, we will endeavour to make our outcome, the effect
we have, good as well. (Neither teleological nor deontological ethics.)

L Beauvo!4
if we are all so free,

why are women oppressed? Did we choose to be oppressed?

So, Myth #1: Happiness is easy. Everyone from best-selling authors
to infomercial hosts to prescribing doctors would have you believe
this is true. Indeed, we could easily break down the myth into
several sub—versions based on specific kinds of mrket appeal. (i)
Happiness is easy because it can be taken in drug form. (2) Hap
piness is easy because it can be generated with “simple, powerful
steps to improve your mood—quickly” (to quote Siimon
Reynolds’s Thq1,t Minutes). () Happiness is easy because you can
be massaged. acupunctured. rolled or otherwise squeezed and
prodded into feeling it.
I do not deny that any of these things might make you feel
better; that they might alter the psycho—chemical balance in your
brain such that more endorphins cascade through the dense tissue
within the skull. I won’t even deny that they might be worth
doing. What I deny is that feeling better and being happy are the
same thing. Unlike some forms of pleasure and the fleeting con—
tentment we sometimes find and cherish, even as it vanishes, hap
piness is never immediate. Happiness requires thought, and, as
anyone who has tried it knows, thinking is hard work.
.Myth #2: You can buy happiness. “Annual income twenty
pounds, annual expenditure nineteen nineteen six, result happi
ness;’ says Mr. Micawber in Dickens’s David Copperfield. “Annual
income twenty pounds, annual expenditure twenty pounds ought
and six, result misery.” Or as sensible Jane Austen wrote in Mastsfield Park’: “A large income is the best recipe for happiness I ever
heard of. It certainly may secure all the myrtle and turkey part
of it.”

But even in her tartest moods Austen knew that the myrtle and
turkey are, ultimately, the least part of it. There is no doubt in any
one’s mind that material want can have the effect of decreasing
one’s chances of happiness, or that material satisfaction sometimes
helps underwrite happiness. The mistake—and it is a Thndamental
one—is to think that there is a strong relationship of logical entail—
ment between the two conditions. The extremes of poverty aside
for the moment, there are clearly poor people who are happy and
rich people who are miserable. Yet the hard connection between

money and happiness is deeply maintained byi
.iveyors of
Myth #2, for without it the sales pitch of easy happiness would
fail. It is likewise a favourite of cheap cynics, who, as Wilde put it
so penetratingly, habitually confrise price for value: they think that
happiness is money, and that personal worth is equal to net worth.
Let them haggle amongst themselves.
Myth #3: Happiness is simplicity its4f Rejecting Myth #2 can,
unfortunately, send us careering wildly into a countervailing piece
of cheap pseudo—wisdom, namely, the idea that happiness must
lie in wholesale rejection of the world’s goods and temptations.
The “New Simplicity” trend so evident in New Age bookstores
is a prime example of this old lie in appealing new clothing
(denim overalls, probably, and a flannel shirt). Renunciation is
one of the great Christian holdovers in the free—floating spiritu
ality of North American culture, but it is no less dangerous now
than it was when Church authorities used it in the Middle Ages
to protect their power, reconcile the unfortunate to their lot and
otherwise molliIS’ the great majority of European citizenry.
There is, of course, a grain of truth in the theory of renuncia
tion, because it is commonly our desires run rampant that lead to
ever—greater levels of personal stress, conflict, thwarted ambition
and jadedness. Yet this affliction, if we can èall it that, pertains
mostly to those with ample power to do something about it. And
if ever there isa hint that, for example, poverty is nothing more
than “a lifestyle choice”—as the editors of the public policy mag
azine The Next City argued in an astonishing 1996 editorial27—
we know we are back in the realm of right—wing, pull—yourself—
together rhetoric. The goods of the world are genuine goods:
eating out in fashionable restaurants is a great pleasure for those
can afford it, and driving a late—model Jaguar is surely (I
wouldn’t personally know) a superior experience to taking the
bus. Only a fool or a saint would deny these facts of human life,
and fools and saints, whatever their other merits, are on the whole
bad company. You would not want one of them hitching a ride
in your BMW or sitting across from you at Lutece.
Material goods are merely material, to be sure, and one class

of goods does not exhaust the field of things worth wanting.28
But we don’t call them material “goods” for nothing—they are,
as we sometimes say in philosophy, thokcr;’orthy, things worth
wanting. It helps no one to wallpaper this truth over with self—
abnegating hooey, least of all those people for whom such plea
sures are denied by circumstance, not choice. It is not illuminating,
only irritating, to find (as I recently did) a celebration of poverty
as happiness in an upscale psycho—spiritual publication called
Wliy:A Magazine About bfe, which is printed in four colours on
thick shiny paper and sells for 33.95 an issue.29
Myth #4: Happiness is immoral. Or at best amoral. “It is one
thing to make a man happy:’ wrote that grim Prussian moralist
lmmanuel Kant_”lt is quite another to make him good.”3° The
wedge that has been driven between happiness and goodness is
one of the most crippling myths of our culture, because it ren
ders the search for happiness empty, even as it strips the ethical
life of its real pleasures, leaving it hard-edged and forbidding. The
real worth of what Kant disapprovingly called “negative plea—
sures”—the pleasures of occasional excess—gets drowned in a
puritanical self—abnegation that has the effect of erecting a false
opposition, characteristic of our culture, between hedonists and
their enemies. The opposition is false because neither pleasure—
seeking itself, nor its diametric opposite, reflexive condemnation,
helps us to see clearly what we lastingly desire.
The ancient Greek philosophers knew better, anti so should we.
Certainly, leading a life worth living is difficult—possibly the most
demanding work there is. We niust see that there is a morality in
happiness, and a happiness in moralit that can only make the
fleeting pleasures of mere contentment pale by comparison. If
those fleeting pleasures are morally neutral or even, sometimes,
positively immoral—as no doubt they can be—they are never
theless pleasures. It helps nobody to deny it. But seeing the nature
of these pleasures clearly can only underline again the difference
between genuine happiness and any state of mere contentment,
and further underline the old thought, too easily lost of late, that
seeking happiness, properly understood, is the most worthy pur
suit

there

is on

this earth.

Myth #5: Happiness is madness. There are those who think
that happiness, so far from being the human norm, is the excep
tion. In June 1992, an article in a medical journal argued that
“happiness meets all reasonable criteria for a psychiatric disor
der:’ including abnormal levels of mental activity, disruption of
work routine, formation of beliefs unrelated to evidence and dis
tortion of expectations. As a matter of psychological fact, happi
ness is not normal. This suggests, once again but in a new form,
the conclusion that the aspiration to be happy is misplaced.
Maybe, worse, the condition of being happy is in fact slightly
insane, a form of mental illness.
But are the psychologists talking about happiness as I, or you,
soberly understand it? It sounds more like joy, the sort of disrup—
tively good mood, of necessity short-lived, that might come upon
a person at the beginning of a new love affair, or from simple yet
deep pleasure in the fact of being alive on a spring day. I have
been known to walk down the sidewalk singing a Cole Porter
tune to myself on such an occasion. No doubt I appear mad,
swinging my anus in that exaggerated fashion, whistling inex
pertly, even attempting, with potentially disastrous results, a nifty
Fred Astaire dance move in itiy chunky nibber—soled shoes. Per—
Imps I am a little mad, by tile world’s reckoning. Yet this insane
joy I feel is necessarily fleeting. It cannot be the sum, or the base,
of true happiness, for that surely is a lifetime’s work.
I suppose a second question is: was the author of this article
just kidding around?
Myth #6: Happiness is elscii’hcre. It is consistent with Myth #4
that happiness should be deflected ftom this plane onto another
one. That is, if we argue, as the Christian apologists traditionally
did, that happiness here and now is not the point of human life,
we often find ourselves holding out the promise of happiness in
a life to come. According to this view, the point of doing one’s
duty is not to be happy but rather to be good, and therefore cre
ate “a worthiness to be happy:’ In other words, doing the right
thing will not make you happy, but it will make you deserve hap
piness—should it come. Small comfort, but a bill of moral goods

ci

centuries. Of course,
that ias pmved attractive enough over the
does rather
this idea of duty creating a worthiness to be happy
of the theory, since
tend to suck the strict value of obedience out
deflected to another
rewards remain rewards even when they are
motivate us to obey
plane of existente. And if rewards are what
to do so purely
the moral law, the sense in which we can be said
out of a real motive of duty is attenuated.
about instiw
All of which suggests, if one tends to be cynical
is more about
tional religion, that this Christian view of happiness
else. Plato knew
obedience to external authority than anything
might be nec
centuries ago that stories of reward in an afterlife
inclined that living a
essary to convince the philosophically less
confidence that argu
just life was worthwhile, but he had the
for those
ment—albeit subtle, seductive argument—would suffice
sto
need
we
with a more philosophical inclination. Sometimes
kind of critical
ries, fables and paradoxes to draw us into the
of what we believed
awareness that will allow us to see the limits
him, that this seduc
before. Plato believed, as did Socrates before
was possible. Let us
tion was neither easy nor coniinon, but it
share their conviction.
True, happiness
Myth #7: Happiness is your birtkr(ç’lit. Not so.
that is not to
happens. if it does, here and now—in this life. But
say that happiness always happens, or that we have a right tobe
happy. It is one of the brightest lies of the modern age that every
one who manages to be born deserves to be happy. (Myth #6 at
least had something right: deserving to be happy is surely more
than a simple matter of luck in the genetic lottery.) The early
liberal political philosophers talked, famously, of a right to the
pursuit of happiness, and that indeed might be a part of the indi
vidual birthright now that we have left behind the hierarchical
world of divine right and the medieval theory of the Great Chain
of Being. But the etymology of “happy” (from “hap’ meaning
chance or good luck) raises a warning band: shit happens, as the
vulgar T—shirts say. And it might, perhaps, happen to you, when
you least expect it. The connection is even more obvious in Ger—
man, where the same word, Cluck, means both luck and happi
ness. Talk about contingency! We would like to believe that a

happy life, like a good life, is entirely up to us. It is not.
Myth #8: Happiness is fixed. To say that happiness is to sonic
extent ruled by luck is decidedly not to accept that the entire
answer to our pursuit of it lies in the already rolled dice of the
gene pool. And yet that conclusion has risen to dominance in
our thinking about happiness. Partly, as mentioned, tins rise is
due to the fact that genetic science generally overawes us: we
feel we cannot challenge any conclusion that purports to show
hard—wired facts ahout us. Partly it reflects a deeper desire for
definitive answers to hard, even eternally hard, questions. But the
difficulty lurking here is that the more definitive the answer, the
less compelling it seems.
“Want to know the formula for happiness?” a magazine article
asked recently. “According to Paul Ekman, a psychologist at the
University of California at San Francisco, the answer’s simple:
12+6 AU.’’ Eknian’s forijitila, it turns out, is a matter of physiol
ogy, not feeling. His Facial Action Coding System (lAcs) niea—
sures the movements of the forty or more facial muscles, and
according to Ins research, “the closest we conic to pure delight”
is with a clench-ciiibihation of the i’goma6c major (the grin
muscles, or Action Unit 12) and the orbkularis oculi (the muscles
around the eye, or Action Unit 6). In case you were wondering,
your mother was right: it takes more muscles to frown than to
smile. Sadness is defined in FACS as 1+4+6+ ii AU, involving brow,
cheek and mouth action units as well as the good old othicularis
oadi. Ekman claims that FAC5 can help us interpret human behav
iour and decipher emotion (one of his books, Telling Lies, offers
“clues to deceit in the marketplace, politics and marriage”).3’
It is true that how happy we are is never completely in our
own hands. But to mistake that partial truth for the whole truth
about human happiness is to shut down the possibility of living,
and judging, one’s life. We might be limited by our genetic make
up in all kinds of ways, but we are far more limited if we allow
ourselves to be cowed by shallow scientific conclusions.
-

Dear Nietzsche, my wife’s
left me what should I do?
ALAIN DEBOTTON

London

hen your wife’s left you, or you’re
having trouble at %vork, the great
philosophers are not necessarily
the first people you turn to for advice.
But Main de Botton argues that the eter
nal relevance of their teachings makes
them the perfect 21st-century agony tindes. In his new boot The Consolations of
Philosophy, he Iboks at how renowned phi
losophers would have tackled 21st-century
issues. In resporse tothe following four ev
eryday problems, be ‘shows how ancient
wisdom is as useful as ever.
I’ve recently stattëd.myown business and
I am terrified. The challenge Is enormous
and to be honest, I am In a panic most
ol the time. I don’t know how to calm
down. Any sugge dons?
Brilliant but unusual advice’ comes- from
Friedrich Nietzscb&Ni’etzsche (1844-1900)
recognized that w&often compound our
worries by fretting that we are worrying so
much. We think life should be easier than it
is, and so we panic about our panic. Nietz
sche’s line is that we must accept that pain
is a necessary stage on the road to anything
valuable — be it a flourishing business, a
great novel or a beautthil house.
In essence, path is normal. We should re
alize that we cannot have both happiness
and a pain-free life. Or, as he put it: What if
pleasure and displeasure were so tied to
gether that whoever wanted to hai ài
much as possible of one must also have as
much as possible of the other?. You have
the choice: either as little displeasure as
or as
possible, painlessness in brief
price
the
as
possible
as
displeasure
much
p
for the growth of an abundance of subtle
pleasures and joys that have rarely been
relished yet If you decide for the former
and desire to diminish and lower the level
of human pain, you also have to diminish
and lower the capacity fot joy.
human
- For Nietzsche, the most Mfilling
projects appeared inseparable from a
gre of torment, the sources of our greatest
joys lying awkwardly close to those of our
greatest pains. Examine the lives of the best
and most fruitful people and ask yourself
whether a tree that is supposed to grow to a
proud height can dispense with bad
weather whether misfortune and external
resistance, some kinds of hatred, jealousy,
stubbornness, mistrust, hardness, avarice,
and violence, do not belong among the fa
vourable conditions without which any
great growth even of virtue is scarcely pos
sible. Why? Because no one can produce a
great wdrk of an without experience, nor
achieve a worldly position immediately.
nor be a great businessperson atthe first
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attempt; and in the interval between initial
failure and subsequent success, in the gap
between who we are at present and who we
wish one day to be, must come pain, anxi
ety, envy and humiliation. We suffer be
cause we cannot spontaneously master the
ingredients of fulfillment.
Nietzsche was striving to correct the be
lief that flilfillment must come easily or not
at all, a belief ruinous inits effects, for it
may lead us to withdraw prematurely from
challenges that might have been overcome
if only we had been prepared for the sav
agery legitimately demanded by almost ev
erything valuable. .?
-
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I’m very bad at dealing with frusn-adon. I get very, very angry. When then’s a
traffic jam or something goes wrung at
work, I tend to shout— and try to hit
people. What can I do to control my rage?
The Stoic philosopher Seneca (4? BC-6S
AD) held anger to be a kind of madnesa In
calmer moments, the angry may apologize
and explain that they were overwhelmed by
a power stronger than themselves
that
is, stronger than their reason. “They,” their
rational selves, did not mean the insults
and regret the shouting; they lost control to
darker forces within. The account ran di
rectly counter to Seneca’s view of the mind,
according to which anger resulted not from
an uncontrollable eruption of the passions,
but from a basic (and correctable) error of
reasoning.
Reason did not always goQem our ac
tions, he conceded: If we were sprinkled
with cold water, our body gave us no
choice but to shiver; if fingers were flicked
over our eyes, we had to blink. But anger
did not belong in the category of involun
taxy physical movement; it could only
break out on the batk of certain rationally
held ideas, if we could only change the
ideas, we would change our propensity to
anger.
In the Senecari view, - what makes us
angry are dangerously optimistic ideas
about what the world and other people are
like. How badly we react to frustration is
critically determined by what we think of as
nonnai. We may be frustrated that it is
raining, but our familiarity with showers
means we are unlikely to respond to one
with anger. Our frustrations are tempered
by what we understand we can expect from
the world, by our experience of what it is
normal to hope for. Our greatest furies
spring from events which violate our sense
of the ground rules of existenca We should
be more careful.
Seneca tried to adjust the scale cf our ex
pectations so that we would not beUow so
—

loudly when they were dashed. Of course,
there would be few great human
achievements if people didn’t refuse to be
disappointed. The motor of ow ingenuity is
the question, “Does it have to be like this,
could it not be different?”
from which
arise political reforms, more punctual
trains, scientific developments, better rela
donships. Sadly, the very side of us which
tries to improve things is also responsible
for our useless fury itt cases where altering
reality is not an option.
To teach us to be “philosophical” about
frustration, the Stoic philosophers of an
cient Greece and Rome came up with an
image to evoke our condition
that we
were like dogs tied to a can.
The leash was long enough to
give us a degree of leeway, but too
short to allow us to go wherever we
please& The philosopher Zeno
(336?-2fi4 BC wrote: “When a dog
is tied to a cart, if it wants to follow,
it is pulled and follows, making its
spontaneous act coincide with ne
cessity. But if the dog does not fol
low, it will be compelled in any
case. So It is with men, too: even if
they don’t want to, they will be
compelled to follow what is des
tined.”
To reflect that we are never with
out leashes around our necks may
help to reduce the violence of our
mutiny against events which veer
away from our Intentions. The wise
will learn to identify what is neces
sary anü follow it, rather than ex
haust themselves in protest We
may be powerless to alter certain
events, but we remain free to
choose our attitude to them. It
might sound like a recipe for pas
sivity; encouragement to resign
ourselves to frustrations that might
have been overcome. But Seneca
was more subtle. It would be no
less unreasonable to accept some
thing as necessary when it wasn’t
as to rebel against something when
it was. We can as easily go astray by
accepting the unnecessary and de
nying the possible, as by denying
the necessary and wishing for the
impossible. It is for reason to make
the distinction.
I
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My wife and I aren’t getting on.
Now that our children are growing
up, our relationship Is falling
apart. We rarely talk, dinners pass
in silence, we never have sex, I
doWt suppose philosophers have
tbought much about this kind of
emotional business, but ft’s quite
tie most Important problem In
my life- What can I learn from
being more philosophical?
.lt’s true that philosophers have
nbt traditionally been impressed y
this kipd of thins., But one grçat
philosopher, ArtIutq&hopenhauer
(1788-1860), was puzzled by the In
difference
and wanted to correct
—,

it He believed that people get mar
ried because they are driven by a
biological urge to produce the next
generation. We fall in love with
people when biology believes they
will help us make good children.
But Schopenhauer then added a
pessimistic idea
which could
prove oddly consoling. He argued
that people suitable for our chil
dren are almost never suitable for
us (we cannot realize it because we
have been blindfolded by biology).
“That convenience and passionate love should go hand in hand is
the.rarest stroke of good fortune,”
he observed. The pursuit, of ‘per
sonal happiness and the produc
ton of healthy children are two
radically ‘ contrasting
projects,
which love maliciously confuses us
into thinking of as one for several
years. We should not be surprised
by marriages between people who
would never have been friends. We
might well ask why this is helpful to
• someone who is ln a ‘marriage
that’s gone wrong. Schopenhauet
would say that at least their kind ol
unhappiness is “normal.” It’s not
your fault, it’s the faUlt, of the way
that we’re constructed.
Sehopenhaper’s ‘jibrary con
tained many works Of natural sci
ence, and ‘he ,often read of apts,
beetles, bees, flies, çtasshoppers,
moles and birds, and observed,
with cémpassion and puzzlement,
how thee creatures displayçd an
ardent, ‘senseless conunimient to
.life. He felt particular sympathy for
the mole, a stunted monstrosity
dwelling in damp, narrow corri
dors, who rarely saw the llght of day
and whose offspring looked like ge
latinous Worms
but who still did
everything in its power to survive
I and perpetuate itself. Every crea
ture on earth seemed to Schopen
hauer tobe equally committed to
an equally meaningless existence.
We pursue love affairs, chat in cafés
with prospective partners and have
children, with as much choice in
the matter as moles and ants arid
are rarely any happier. He did not
mean to depress us, rather to free
us from the expectations that in
‘*
spire bitterness.
ft is consoling, when love has let
us down, to hear that happiness
was never part of the plan.
.—
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It’s my holiday and I’ve bank
rupted myself by checking Into a
hotel that promIses to make me
or, as the brochure puts
happy
It, to, cater to my. every need.
ThereFar&i two postairaondl.:
Uone& bungalows, nIghily bqrbe
cues’p,nd ni1posaUi paØ44n4
..‘ye(,;asiwrlteonmyterracetothc
sound of cicadas, I am forcedtd
—

fl

conclude that i’m not as happy as
I’m supposed to be. What can I
do?
Turn to Eplcunis (341-270 BC.
Since ancient times, this Greek phi
losopher has been misunderstood,
Look up “epicurean” in the diction
ary and it says sensual, adthcte4 to
luxury, profligate. One might de
scribe your hotel as epicurean. But
Epicunis was po lotus-eater. He ac
quired the image because he was
the first phiIdopher to state cate
gorically that the purpose of life
was pleasure
although wh4t he
meant by this was hardly luxurio4s,
If you reflect seriously on what
you need to be happy,’ he argued,
you will arrive at a non-material list
of priorities. The first of these is
friends. No life can be happy with
out friends, and no life will be mis
erable with them. Epicurus:was.so
attached to congenial.. company.
that he bought a largëhOuáe hAth
ens and had a gtoup. of his btht
friends move in with Nm. Hp rec
ommended that one try never even
to eat alone. “Before you eat or
drink anything, consider carefully.
who you eat or drink with rather
than what you are’to eat or drink:
for feeding without a friend is the
life of a lion or a wolf.”
The second ingredient of a happy
life is financial self-sufficiency. We
can’t be happy if we’re at the mercy
of odious and unpredictable supe
Hon. It is better to have little
money and be free, than be rith
and vulnerable to the whims of oth
ers. So Epicums and his friends
dropped out of regular employ
ment and started. a commune,
growing their own fruit and vege
tables.
I The last ingredient of happiness
isto lead a thoughtful life, analyz
• ing Thnxieues regularly, Writing
them down and chatting about
them with friends. If you have these
three goods in your life. Epicuns
said, then however poor you may
be, however bad the hotel, you will
always be happy, without them,
you will almost certainly be sad.
Many holiday resorts have cracked
the secret of luxury. Very few have
cracked the secret of happiness.
—The Times of London
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